EDUCATOR PACK

ROLL UP, ROLL UP...
COME INSIDE AND EXPERIENCE
THE UNIVERSE LIKE NEVER BEFORE...
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Life cycle of Stars
Describe the life cycle of stars of all sizes

Formation of Stars
Describe the formation and
composition of a star

Curriculum Links:

Age range: 11- 16

LIFE CYCLE OF STARS

Please make sure all worksheets are printed on single sided
sheets as they may need to be displayed separately or cut up
for the activities.

Alongside investigating stellar lifetimes, students will investigate the
composition of stars and the universe to see how this is related. This can
FIYWIHXSWLS[LS[ǻVWXKIRIVEXMSRWXEVW[IRXSRXSWIIHMRKGYVVIRXWXEV
forming regions with materials other than hydrogen and helium. These
heavier elements were produced within stars before being expelled as
they reach their dramatic end. This material would then go on make up
other objects, like planets, and even us.

The focus of this resource is to explore and demonstrate the changes that
WXEVWSJZEV]MRKWM^IWKSXLVSYKL;I[MPPWIIXLIHMǺIVIRXWXEKIWMREWXEVƶW
evolution and some of the cosmological phenomena that can be caused
by the demise of these stars. The end stages of these stars can range
from slowing cooling and fading, to some of the largest explosions in the
9RMZIVWIXYHIRXW[MPPWIILS[WXEVWM^IEǺIGXWXLIWIǻREPWXEKIWERH[MPP
PIEVRLS[XLMWKSIWSRXSMRǼYIRGIXLIVIWXSJXLI9RMZIVWI

This explores the various stages which a star goes through during its
‘lifetime’. While a star’s evolution takes place on a timescale of millions and
billions of years, it undergoes dynamic changes as it ages. These changes
GERFIMRǼYIRGIHF]QER]JEGXSVWXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXSJ[LMGLMWXLI
star’s size.

LIFE CYCLE OF STARS LESSON OVERVIEW
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Coloured
beads or
TSQTSQW
1 x ping pong
ball

1 x ball bearing

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

1 x marble

Balloons
(1 x red, yellow,
white and blue)

3 . Understand the lifecycle of stars of varying sizes.
Investigate what happens to stars as they age

2. Understand the composition of a star

1. Understand how stars form

1 x balloon
pump

Containers

YOU WILL NEED:

THE LIFE CYCLE OF STARS

MAIN ACTIVITY

PLENARY

Time: 45 – 60 minutes

Using the composition models of stars created at the start of the lesson
we can compare the composition of stars to the composition of planets
and life.

Time: 15 – 45 minutes

Students will investigate the lifecycle of stars. They will explore how this
path changes depending on the size of the star. The mass of a star has a
FMKIǺIGXSRMXWTL]WMGEPGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWERHPMJIWTER

Time: 0 – 15 mins

Students work together in small groups to build a representation of the
composition of a star.

STARTER ACTIVITY

CONTENTS
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Time: 0 – 15 mins

Composition:

0.4
0.8%
25%

Carbon:
Oxygen:
Helium:
Hydrogen: 73%

0.8%

Others:

Students work together in small groups to build a representation of the
composition of a star. Using coloured beads to represent each element,
combine the beads in the appropriate ratio in a clear container (tall, thin
SRIW[SVOFIWX8LIRYQFIVSJFIEHWGERIMXLIVFITVIGEPGYPEXIHERH
given to the students, or they can calculate it themselves.

STARTER ACTIVITY

represents a Yellow star and they will need a yellow balloon
with the 1” ping pong ball placed inside it.
represents a White star and they will need a white balloon
and a marble placed inside it.
represents a Blue star and they will need a blue balloon with
the confetti and small ball bearing inside.

Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

Time: 15 – 45 minutes

Each group will show the lifecycle of the stars via an interactive time line.
This can be done as a Powerpoint or each group could be given cards
with the details on and guided through it. The timeline can be found on
Worksheet 1.

represents a Red star and they will need the red balloon.

Group 1

First the students should separate into small groups. This activity can
either be run as one group per star type, or each group can have their own
set of stars.

As the stars fuse the hydrogen into helium they gradually expand.
Eventually they start to fuse the helium creating heavier elements. The
more massive the star, the heavier elements it can produce. Eventually the
star runs out of fuel and either begins to fade or collapses violently.

All stars begin the same way; as a large cloud of gas and dust called a
nebular or molecular cloud. Over the course of a few million years, gravity
causes these clouds to collapse into clumps. As this happens the core
of the clumps gets hotter until the temperature is high enough to begin
the process of fusion. Fusion is a process that sees atomic nuclei forced
together to form new elements. This process releases a huge amount of
energy, causing the star to shine.

Students will investigate the lifecycle of stars. They will explore how this
path changes depending on the size of the star. The mass of a star has a
FMKIǺIGXSRMXWTL]WMGEPGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWERHPMJIWTER

MAIN ACTIVITY
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&PPKVSYTWYWIXLIFEPSSRTYQTXSMRǼEXIEPPXLI
FEPPSSRWXSEVSYRHƹHMEQIXIV

“Gravity pulls on the gas and dust inside
huge clouds we call nebulae. The material is
pulled into clumps of varying density. As density
increases, so does pressure and temperature within
the centre of the clump. Once hot enough the fusion
reaction begins. The particles of hydrogen are forced
XSKIXLIVXSJSVQLIPMYQZMEXLITVSXSRTVSXSRG]GPI
This releases energy in the form of light and heat. The
star begins to glow. This is the beginning of the Main
Sequence.”

EVENT 1
0 YEARS

.RǼEXIXLIFPYIFEPPSSRXSEVSYRHƹHMEQIXIV

“Blue stars are often the largest Main
Sequence stars, as a result they burn hot and
bright but use up their hydrogen reserves quickly.
After around 10 million years they begin to run
out of hydrogen. As the do they begin to fuse other
materials. Helium to Beryllium, Beryllium to Carbon
and so on. These reactions increase the pressure inside
the star causing it to expand. As the star expands it
begins to cool, its colour changing from blue. These
stars are called red supergiants.”

EVENT 2
10 MILLION YEARS
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.RǼEXIXLIFPYIFEPPSSRXSMXWQE\MQYQ
and pop it. Let the ball drop into a tray
below. The confetti is the star’s
material that is scattered
into space.

“After 11 million years, blue stars have used
the lighter elements and begin to produce
iron in the core. Fusion producing iron takes
more energy than it creates. This results in a drop
in pressure in the core. Gravity starts to dominate,
causing the star to collapse. As this happens, the core
MWGVYWLIHGEYWMRKEǼYVV]SJVIEGXMSRWXSTVSHYGI
heavier elements. The shockwave from the collapse
tears the star apart in a huge explosion called a
supernova, scattering heavier elements across space.
Meanwhile the huge mass crushes the core into a
black hole”

EVENT 3
11 MILLION YEARS

.RǼEXIXLI[LMXIFEPPSSRXSEVSYRHƹHMEQIXIV

“The white stars, like the blue stars, react
quickly and are therefore very hot. After 50
million years it begins to run out of hydrogen. As
it fuses elements other than hydrogen the pressure
increases causing an expansion. Just like the blue
stars, white stars also become red giants. “

EVENT 4
50 MILLION YEARS
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6YMGOP]MRǼEXIXLI[LMXIFEPPSSRXSMXW
QE\MQYQERHTSTMX1IXXLIQEVFPIHVST
into a tray below.

“At this point white stars begin to produce
iron. This causes a drop in pressure and allows
collapse due to gravity. The collapse causes a
ǼYVV]SJJYWMSRVIEGXMSRWERHXLIWLSGO[EZISJ
energy released causes the star to explode in a
supernova. As the white star is a little less massive
compared to a blue star, the core isn’t crushed as much.
Rather than forming a black hole the core is crushed to
form a neutron star. These are tiny, very dense stars,
They are of similar mass to our Sun, but are only a few
kilometres across.”

EVENT 5
55 MILLION YEARS

.RǼEXIXLI]IPPS[FEPPSSRXSEVSYRHƹ

“After 10 billion years, the yellow star is now
beginning to run out of hydrogen. As the total
mass of the star is lower, less pressure is needed
to overcome gravity. As the helium begins to fuse,
the star begins to expand becoming a red giant.”

EVENT 6
10 BILLION YEARS
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(SRXMRYIXSMRǼEXIXLIFEPPSSR

“The yellow star continues to grow. As this
happens to our own Sun we are unsure of the
fate of the Earth. Some people think the planet
will be engulfed and incinerated in the Sun’s interior.
Other ideas suggest the Sun’s gravity may lose grasp
of the Earth causing us to drift away from the Sun and
possibly out of the Solar system.”

EVENT 7
12 BILLION YEARS

)IǼEXIXLI]IPPS[FEPPSSRERHGYXMRXSTMIGIW
WGEXXIVXLIWITMIGIWEVSYRH]SYGVIEXMRKETPERIXEV]
nebula. Let the ball drop into a tray below.

“The yellow star expands so much that its
gravity begins to lose grip on the outer layers
SJXLIWXEV8LMWQEXIVMEPGERXLIRWXVIEQSǺMRXS
Space. This forms what we call a planetary nebula.
4RGIXLMWQEXIVMEPLEWHVMJXIHSǺ[IEVIPIJX[MXLE
white core, known as a white dwarf.”

EVENT 8
12.5 BILLION YEARS
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PS[P]HIǼEXIXLIVIHFEPPSSR

“The red star begins to run out of hydrogen.
The mass of red stars is so low that while the
helium is pulled to the centre of the star the
pressure isn’t great enough to cause it to fuse. This
means as the hydrogen runs out, the energy output of
the star gets lower. The star begins to cool and shrink,
gradually getting dimmer until it becomes a brown
dwarf.”

EVENT 9
100 BILLION YEARS
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1%

24%

Oxygen:

0.5%
1%
23%

Carbon:
Oxygen:
Helium:
Hydrogen: 75%

0.5%

Others:

Hydrogen: 62%

12%

Carbon:

Nitrogen: 1%

Others:

Time: 45 – 60 minutes

(SQTSWMXMSRSJXLIYRMZIVWIF]RYQFIVSJEXSQW

(SQTSWMXMSRSJELYQERF]RYQFIVSJEXSQW

During supernovae and the formation of planetary nebulae, stars create
the materials that go on to form the planets and ultimately us. Using the
composition models of stars created at the start of the lesson we can
compare this to the composition of planets and life.

PLENARY
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